Inefficiencies
in the power processor produce heat, which must be radiated to the environment in order to ensure reliable andgridded ionthrusters require several converters forsteady state operation. Tominimize spacecraft integration issues, PPU designers attempt to find an optimal compromise between efficiency, mass, andvolume.Each of these considerations must beweighed in theoptimization process. Overall efficiency is aprimary concern duetothe15-30kg/kW specific mass of thermal rejection systems asreported byByers (1980) .
While state oftheartPPUs perform their functions quite well, it is anticipated thatfuture mission performance demands will require even lighter, more efficient propulsion systems. NASA's longterm goal istodevelop propulsion systems withaspecific mass oflessthan10kg&W, andthiswill require direct drive. Direct drivesystems eliminate or simplify thePPU withsolar arrays configured toconnect directly, orthrough anEMIfilter, toa thruster. A simplified direct drive system is shown in Figure   2 . 
Constant output voltage power supplies, such as those used on
SPTs, maintain a constant output voltage up to a current limit.
The current limiter protects the power supply from load faults or excessive power output. In the current limiter mode, these power supplies operate identically to current sources.
In any case, these output characteristics appear very similar to the solar array output, shown scaled from an array described by Gooder 
GENERAL

REQUIREMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Power Availability
The availability of power must be considered in a direct drive scheme.
A 
Thermal
The mass of the thermal rejection system was calculated with the conservative assumption that the specific mass would be 30 kg/kW. The heat input considered was only from the PPU baseplate. Any heat generated by the thruster was not considered.
DIRECT DRIVE SYSTEM
The complete elimination of the power processor is not feasible, due to EMI compatibility and thruster ignition requirements.
A schematic of the direct drive system appears in Figure 7 . 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
For the present analysis, a propulsion system consisting of two SPT-100 thrusters was selected with both thrusters operating at the same time in a single string configuration. For the standard propulsion system, it was assumed that each thruster would be driven by a power processor, and that the array and power distribution harness would be configured for a nominal 40 VDC. The direct drive system replaces the discharge power supply of the PPU with a direct connection to a 300 V solar array and power distribution harness.
The results of this analysis are presented in Table I . 
